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Legacy Towplanes

Pawnee

PLUS

Can tow even the heaviest glider 

Heavy = good control authority

Robust, made for rough work

Built in safety with lots of structure to sacrifice
(towplanes crash eventually)

Wire cutters sometimes installed on 
undercarriage/cockpit



Legacy Towplanes

Pawnee

MINUS

100 year old engine tech

Very expensive fuel bills (60 l/hr x 25 kr/l) =

Problematic CO2 emission (Green sport?)

Very expensive to repair/maintain aircraft and engine

Noisy



Legacy Towplanes

A dying breed because
- Accidents happen

- Ueconomical to restore once
they become old?











Options to replace
legacy towplanes?

Electric Towplanes?
Promising tech, but currently no really
mature projects







Options to replace
legacy towplanes?

Winches (fossil/elec)

Plus 

Economical to run (both foss/el) 

Environmentally friendly (low noise emission 

and low energy consumption per launch)

Electrification realistic



Options to replace
legacy towplanes?

Winches (fossil/elec)

Minus

Probably more dangerous if mishandled by 

pilots 

Limits to release altitude and position

An electric winch costs the same as a new 

towplane



Electric winch launch, Soesterberg, NL 2023

https://youtu.be/THqMmT02HYM



Modern light 
towplanes

Eurofox 915is 
PLUS

Powerful 141 hp turbo fuel injected engine

Sea level performance up to 6000 m

Can tow even the heaviest glider (850 kg)

Modern engine technology



Modern light 
towplanes

Cheap futurepropf parts 
(eg tires/propeller 1/10 th of Pawnee)

DIY cost saving maintenance

Low fuel consumption around 1/3 of Pawnee 
and cheaper mogas



Modern light 
towplanes

Low noise emission

Seemingly benign flying characteristics – no 
pattern of stall/spin accidents in reports

+ 700 built since 1990 in Slovakia



Eurofox 915is 

MINUS

Must be experimentally built to be useful to pilots who
want to collect hours towards commercial licence.

Will it be as robust as the Pawnee – mechanically and in 
terms of crash safety?

Will it have sufficient emergency control authority
when towing gliders?  

Price aprx 150 K Euro + VAT 

Dynamic with same engine + 210 K euro + VAT
Modern light 

towplanes



A classic design but with updated tech

















NG NLF towing test, Aston Down, UK 2023

https://youtu.be/uRm9iIrwwSc



Arcus T 850 kg Dynamic WT9 915 
towing test, Prievidza, 2021

https://youtu.be/3qW8omFR8Eg



More content on starting methods on 
nordicgliding.com

Currently more than 20 articles
Legacy towplanes
Ultralight towing

Electric Towplanes
Electric/Foss. Winches

Car towing
Economy of launching
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